We Ship You **So Much More** Than Just a Replacement Part...
While many replacement parts look like Nordson parts, they simply cannot match our performance standards. Imitation parts may initially appear to cost less, but frequent replacement, poor coverage or improper system operation can deflate any perceived savings over time. The use of imitation parts can also cause premature system failure – and even compromise your warranty – resulting in unscheduled downtime and expense.

Genuine Nordson parts deliver consistent production results – reducing surprises, product quality loss, special adjustments or costly downtime.

Why use Genuine Nordson replacement parts?

- All Nordson parts are backed by 24/7 technical support and unmatched field service.
- Premium quality means better performance – our robust designs and proprietary requirements cannot be duplicated.
- Nordson parts last significantly longer than imitation parts, saving you money.
- All mechanical, electrical and pneumatic functions and features are precisely tuned to individual systems. Nordson parts will fit precisely, perform properly and preserve your system integrity.
- Genuine Nordson replacement parts meet worldwide safety and compliance certifications.
- One-stop shopping for all your needs, with an experienced support staff to help you make the right replacement part buying decisions.
- Backed by a billion-dollar corporation that will be here for you – today AND tomorrow.

Your Strategy for Success

Nordson makes it easy to do business. We offer the best before, during and after-sale support of any coatings equipment supplier.

For more than 60 years, Nordson has been at the forefront of designing finishing systems for manufacturers worldwide, providing advanced solutions that integrate easily with customers’ operations.

Our engineers, technicians and sales professionals are dedicated to finding faster, better and more efficient ways of applying powder and liquid coatings. We consistently strive for innovation in existing and emerging markets, keeping our company strong. As a result, you know that we will be here to service your needs well into the future.
Skilled technical service representatives provide on-line support for system troubleshooting, operation, maintenance and part number assistance. E-mail them at icacsc@nordson.com or call-in for help at 800.433.9319.

Field service experts know your system and have the knowledge to keep your operation up and running.

An after-hours service is available 24/7 to handle emergencies.

Unparalleled continuous improvement to address your future cost savings needs.

Knowledgeable customer service representatives are ready to answer questions and handle every aspect of your order — from quotation and initiation to tracking and changing.

Customers in the U.S. have access to parts and present order information and may order parts online 24/7 at www.enordson.com.

Customers can take advantage of quantity discounts.

Talk with your Nordson representative today about replacement parts and equipment support programs that can make your operation more efficient and competitive.